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Patterning and Plasticity of the
Cerebral Cortex
Mriganka Sur1* and John L. R. Rubenstein2*
The cerebral cortex of the human brain is a sheet of about 10 billion neurons divided
into discrete subdivisions or areas that process particular aspects of sensation,
movement, and cognition. Recent evidence has begun to transform our understanding of how cortical areas form, make specific connections with other brain regions,
develop unique processing networks, and adapt to changes in inputs.

T

he degree to which our genetic endowment (nature) versus our experiences (nurture) mold the development
and function of our brains has been the subject of robust discussion and experimental
investigation. Research before 1990 led to
two general hypotheses: the Protomap (1) and
the Protocortex (2). In their most extreme interpretations, the former postulated that the
cortical progenitor zone contains the information that generates cortical areas, whereas the
latter postulated that thalamic afferent axons,
through activity-dependent mechanisms, impose cortical areal identity on an otherwise
homogeneous cortex. In the intervening 15 years,
tremendous strides have been made in understanding cortical development with molecular,
genetic, imaging, and electrophysiological ap1
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proaches. The new evidence indicates that the
development of cortical areas involves a rich
array of signals, with considerable interplay between mechanisms intrinsic to cortical progenitors and neurons and mechanisms extrinsic to the
cortex, including those requiring neural activity.

Early Patterning of the Cortex
Early development of the cortex is highly
integrated with development of other parts of
the brain, including midline patterning centers, the basal ganglia primordia that produce
many of the cortical local circuit neurons,
and axonal inputs from the thalamus and
brain stem. The cortex, more generally known
as the pallium, develops from a morphologically uniform ventricular zone located in the
dorsocaudal part of the telencephalic vesicles. The pallium is further subdivided into
medial pallium (MP), dorsal pallium (DP), lateral pallium (LP), and ventral pallium (VP),
which will respectively give rise to the hippocampal formation (limbic lobe), the neocortex,
the olfactory/piriform cortex, and the claustrum and parts of the amygdala (3, 4). Each
of these large domains is divided into subdomains, such as the functional subdivisions
(areas) of the neocortex.

Fig. 1. Steps in generating cortical areas. (A) Secreted proteins from
patterning centers generate positional information. (B) Gradients of
transcription factor (such as Emx2) expression are created in the cortical
ventricular zone, which (C) confer specific regional identities to its
derivative, the cortical plate, forming proto-areas. (D) The topography of
axons growing from the cortical plate and thalamus is regulated by
intermediate target zones (basal ganglia and prethalamus); this generates a
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Mature cortical areas differ by their location
within the cortex, molecular properties, histological organization, patterns of connectivity,
and function. Within the neocortex, rostral regions regulate motor and executive functions,
whereas caudal regions process somatosensory,
auditory, and visual inputs. These different
cortical areas have a precise connectivity, particularly with nuclei within the dorsal thalamus,
which provides some of the principal inputs to
the cerebral cortex (Fig. 1).
Programs of regional identity and morphogenesis in the pallium are directed in part by
signaling centers producing secreted molecules. These centers are initially located along
the edges and midline of the neural plate and
later along and flanking the midline of the
telencephalic vesicles (Fig. 2A) (3, 5–8). Sonic
hedgehog (Shh) is expressed in the ventral
telencephalon and hypothalamus. Shh is essential to the regionalization of the subpallium
and also regulates morphogenesis and patterning of the pallium (9–11). Along the dorsal
midline, secreted molecules of the bone morphogenetic protein (Bmp) and Wnt families
control patterning of the medial and dorsal
pallium, including the hippocampus and neocortex and the choroid plexus (12, 13). The
targeted inactivation of Wnt3a, or of the Wnt
signaling factor Lef-1, severely disrupts the
formation of the hippocampus (14, 15). Ectopic
expression and reduction of Bmp signaling
alters development of the dorsal midline and
paramedial structures (i.e., choroid plexus)

coarse inter-areal projection map. (E) Upon arrival of the axons to their
target zones, low-resolution intra-areal connections are generated. (F)
Thalamic and cortical connections are refined by activity-dependent
mechanisms to generate mature intra-areal maps and networks. Cx, cortex;
LGE, lateral ganglionic eminence (striatum); LGN, lateral geniculate nucleus;
MGE, medial ganglionic eminence (pallidum); S, septum; VB, ventrobasal
thalamus; VL, ventrolateral thalamus. Adapted from (3).
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(16) and also affects patterning of the dorsal
pallium (9, 13, 17, 18).
At the rostral margin of the telencephalon,
a source of Fgf8 promotes telencephalic outgrowth and regulates its rostral regionalization
(5, 8, 19–23). Fgf8 expression in the rostral
telencephalon is nested within the expression
of other Fgfs (24). Mutations in the mouse and
zebrafish Fgf8 gene and experimental manipulations of Fgf8 function have demonstrated
its dosage-dependent functions, including regulation of the size and nature of the frontal
cortex, telencephalic midline structures, and
basal ganglia (19–21, 23, 25–28). The phenotypic complexity reflects, in part, reciprocal
interactions between the patterning centers.
For instance, Bmp4 expression and apoptosis
decrease in the rostral midline of Fgf8 hypomorphs, whereas they increase when Fgf8
expression approaches the null state (23).
Thus, the level of Fgf8 regulates the level
of Bmp4 expression in a nonmonotonic manner, which in turn leads to different effects
on the patterning and survival of dorsal midline cells as a function of Fgf8 dosage, perhaps
through expression of Sprouty (29), an Fgf8induced repressor of receptor tyrosine kinase
signaling (Fig. 2B).
An intriguing concept that arises from these
studies is that alterations in the relative strengths
of the patterning centers would lead to modifications in the relative sizes of different cortical regions. For instance, an animal with a
weak Fgf-patterning center would be expected
to have a relatively small prefrontal cortex and
therefore might exhibit a cognitive profile
found in ‘‘hypofrontal’’ patients. Ectopic Fgf8
expression can duplicate somatosensory cortex,
which shows that it can specify regional fate
and suggests a mechanism for how new cortical
areas could evolve (19, 30).
The patterning centers operate in part through
generating graded expression of the transcription factors that control histogenetic programs
for proliferation, neurogenesis, migration, connectivity, and cell death/survival. Several genes
encoding transcription factors, including Foxg1
(BF1), COUPTF1, Emx2, Lef1, Lhx2, and
Pax6, are expressed in gradients along the
mediolateral (dorsoventral) and rostrocaudal
axes of the cerebral cortex (15, 31–37). Alteration in Fgf8 signaling regulates the expression of several transcription factors (Fig. 2B);
for instance, Fgf8 increases Foxg1 (BF1)
expression and reduces Emx2 and COUPTF1
expression (5, 20, 22, 28, 38). Analysis of mice
lacking COUPTF1, Emx2, Foxg1, Gli3, Lhx2,
Pax6, and Tlx demonstrates that these transcription factors are essential for regionalization of the cortex. Progenitors in Foxg1
and Lhx2 mutants exhibit expansion of dorsalmost molecular features (Bmp and Wnt expression) (37, 39, 40); Emx2 and Pax6 also
regulate expression from the patterning centers (8, 28, 36). Foxg1 inhibits differentiation
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and promotes proliferation (37, 40). Gli3 represses ventral fates (10, 11, 41, 42). Pax6
and Tlx regulate the formation of the ventral
pallium and its boundaries (43–45). Pax6 is
also involved in specifying rostral identify
(32), and COUPTF1 in regulating caudoventral
identity (46, 47).
In Emx2j/j neonatal mice, the occipital
cortex (presumptive visual cortex) adopts molecular fate characteristics of the parietal
neocortex (presumptive somatosensory cortex)
(33, 37, 47, 48). This molecular shift correlates with a corresponding shift in thalamic
projections, raising the possibility that molecular properties and the targeting of thalamic axons are controlled by Emx2 expression.
Subtle increases or decreases in Emx2 expression lead to expansions or contractions in
the relative sizes of neocortical subdivisions
(37, 46, 47, 49–51).
The programs of regionalization are linked
to the programs of neurogenesis, which influence laminar identity and therefore the input
and output projections of a cortical area. The
prevailing model is that cortical glutamatergic projection neurons of the subplate and
layers 6 to 2 are produced sequentially by the
cortical progenitors (1), cortical GABAergic
(g-aminobutyric acid) local circuit neurons are
produced by the subpallial progenitors (52),
and Cajal Retzius cells of layer 1 are produced
in the dorsal-most pallium (37). The subplate
and layer 6 send projections to the thalamus; layer 5 sends projections to the basal
ganglia as well as to the thalamus, midbrain,
and brain stem; layer 4 receives projections
from the thalamus; and layers 2 and 3 send
projections to other cortical areas. Progress
is just beginning to be made in the molecular specification of cortical laminar identity (53, 54). A critical unanswered question is
how the gradients of transcription factor expression in cortical progenitors are translated
into discontinuous molecular features within

cortical layers; this process is probably linked
to the development of region-specific connectivity maps.

Cortical Arealization and
Axon Guidance
Emx2, Pax6, and COUPTF1 regulate the
restricted expression of genes in a region-specific
and layer-specific pattern (33, 46–48, 55). These
genes encode transcription factors (Id2, RZRbeta, and Tbr1), adhesion molecules (Cadherin
6 and 8), and axon guidance molecules
(EphrinA5) and reflect the parcellation of the
cortical plate at birth. Thus, these molecules
could participate in regulating axonal connections and influence thalamocortical, intracortical, and corticothalamic connectivity. For
instance, molecular signals in the cortex regulate the pattern of inputs from thalamic nuclei,
as illustrated in EphrinA5 mutants (56) and by
overexpression of Fgf8 (19).
Fgf8 hypomorphic mutants have a profound disruption in the pattern of neonatal
intraneocortical projections, which shows that
signals from the rostral cortex have an important role in restricting the growth of rostral
projections from neurons in the caudal cortex
(57). However, no defect in reciprocal topographic projections between immature cortical
areas and thalamic nuclei is observed in these
neonatal Fgf8 mutants, despite molecular
reorganization of rostral cortex (20). The latter
result suggests that establishment of the early
topography of thalamocortical projections is
regulated primarily by signals that the growing
thalamic afferents sense during their pathfinding through the diencephalon and subcortical telencephalon.
Several lines of evidence now support the
model that signals in the diencephalon and
subcortical telencephalon regulate the location
where axons from a given thalamic nucleus
enter the developing cortex (for example, that
visual thalamus axons enter the caudal cortex,

Fig. 2. (A) Rostrolateral view of a mouse brain at about 10.5 embryonic days, highlighting the
patterning centers. White arrows, positive interactions; white lines with bars, repressive interactions (23); CP, commissural plate; Cx, Cortex; HT, hypothalamus; LT, lamina terminalis; LGE,
lateral ganglionic eminence; MGE, medial ganglionic eminence; M, mesencephalon; OC, optic chiasm.
(B) Selected signaling cascades downstream of Fgf8 that regulate expression of key transcription
factors Emx2 and Foxg1. Dotted lines indicate indirect steps. Not shown: Fgf8 represses Wnt
expression. For steps a, b, c, d, e, and f, see, respectively, (137), (40), (138), (139), (29), and (140).
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where the axons have been postulated to regulate the cell-cycle kinetics that contribute to
histological differences between primate visual areas 17 and 18 (62).

Specificity of Thalamocortical and
Intracortical Connections
Innervation of cortical areas by thalamic axons
is the first step in creating processing circuits
within the cortex (58). Subsequently, interlaminar connections between cortical neurons within a column, together with local and
long-range connections, form the major networks that are characteristic of a cortical
area and that transform inputs into outputs
that are conveyed to other cortical or subcortical structures.
An important step in innervation of the
cortex by thalamic axons is innervation of the
deepest cortical layer, the subplate (63, 64). In
the subplate, thalamic axons ‘‘wait’’ for cortical layer 4 neurons to migrate and settle
before entering the cortical plate and making
contact with these target cells (65, 66). Ablation of the subplate prevents the formation of
ocular dominance columns (67) as well as

orientation-selective cells and orientation columns (68). More generally, signals in both the
subplate and the cortical plate have a role in
directing the growth of thalamic axons, as
shown in experiments in which an ectopic
somatosensory cortex is generated by ectopic
Fgf8 (30).
The cortex has remarkably specific interlaminar and intralaminar connections between
individual cells and cell classes (69–73). Layer
5 neurons in somatosensory or visual cortex
receive interlaminar inputs from specific cells
(74), form stereotyped local connections (75),
and develop specific early long-distance projections (76). A subset of strong intracortical
connections exists within a set of weaker connections, the latter providing a potential substrate for synaptic strengthening and network
plasticity (77). Fine-scale connections and
specific sparse connections characterize interlaminar networks (72, 73). Positional cues within
individual cortical layers regulate the formation of layer-specific projections, probably
through diffusible or membrane-associated
molecules (78). Semaphorin/neuropilin and
ephrin/eph ligand/receptor proteins are implicated in directing specific aspects of axonal
and dendritic growth. For example, semaphorin 3a is expressed in the superficial
cortical plate, where it can repulse pyramidal
cell axons (79) and attract their apical dendrites (80).

Activity-Dependent Mechanisms of
Network Formation and Plasticity

Fig. 3. Activity shapes connections in visual cortex. (A) Projections from the two retinas are
targeted to the thalamic lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) and subsequently to the primary visual
cortex (V1). In higher mammals, the projections form alternating columns within layer 4,
representing inputs from the right and left eyes, respectively. Suturing one eye shrinks its columns
and causes cortical cells to respond nearly exclusively to the open eye. Adapted from (91, 92). (B)
Functional and structural changes after monocular deprivation occur rapidly in the superficial and deep
layers of cortex (109). The first changes are a reduction in size and loss of spines (gray ovals) driven by
the deprived eye (107). Deprivation for a longer period causes a more significant loss of spines driven
by the deprived eye (110), shrinkage of deprived eye axon arbors (dashed line connecting upward), and
an expansion of connections from the nondeprived eye. These intracortical changes likely precede
similar changes in thalamocortical connections, shown in (A).
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A scaffold of cell-specific connections and
hence of area-specific networks may be laid
down by molecular recognition and adhesion
mechanisms, perhaps using splice variants of
cell adhesion proteins such as cadherins (81)
and neurexins (82). Superimposed on this
framework, activity-dependent mechanisms
shape connections between neurons.
Spontaneous electrical activity is present
at the earliest stages of cortical development, and stimulus-driven activity in sensory pathways is particularly prominent at
later stages of development. Electrical activity can be permissive, to trigger molecular or developmental programs that create
connections, or instructive, to shape particular connections or their strength. Activity operates through modulating the expression and
function of almost the entire range of molecules responsible for neuronal and synaptic
function [see, for example, (83)]. Activitydependent regulation of synaptic strength
(plasticity) may be a manifestation of intrinsic homeostatic mechanisms to preserve
a particular level of synaptic drive (84).
Thus, for later stages in cortical development,
the line between ‘‘activity-independent’’ and
‘‘activity-dependent’’ mechanisms of development is increasingly becoming blurred. Intracortical connections, which form later than
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whereas motor thalamus axons enter the rostral
cortex) (58). For instance, mice with defects in
the basal ganglia (Ebf1), or the basal ganglia
and prethalamus (Dlx1/2), have systematic
errors in the topography of thalamic projections to the prenatal cortex; their immature
somatosensory thalamus projects axons to the
region of the immature visual cortex (3, 59, 60).
Gradients of EphrinA5 in the basal ganglia
and EphA4 in the thalamus contribute key
molecular cues for organizing this topography (61).
The growth of thalamic axons to the cortex appears to be influenced by axons growing from the cortex to the thalamus. Mice
with a paucity of normal corticothalamic
axons (Tbr1 mutants) show a defect in the
growth of thalamic axons to the cortex (53).
This and related findings are consistent with
some of the postulates of the ‘‘handshake
hypothesis’’ (58) and with the proposal that
the topography of thalamocortical axons is
regulated in part by interactions with their
environment during development (Fig. 1). Furthermore, thalamic afferents grow through cortical progenitors in the subventricular zone,
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thalamocortical connections, also exhibit protracted plasticity (85, 86).
Studies that alter inputs to primary sensory
cortices have been fundamental for understanding activity-dependent mechanisms that regulate development of neuronal circuits. For
brevity, here we will focus on two components
of the primary visual cortex (V1): ocular
dominance columns and orientation columns.
The formation of these circuits illustrates the
interplay between early developmental scaffolds and later patterned electrical activity in
shaping local and long-range (tangential) intracortical networks.
Ocular dominance columns in V1—domains
driven by either the left or right eye—arise by
the segregation of retinal inputs relayed through
eye-specific layers of the lateral geniculate
nucleus (Fig. 3A, left). The initial ingrowth of
axons into visual cortex from eye-specific
thalamic layers targets eye-specific cortical
domains (87–89), which suggests the existence
of molecular cues that underlie the formation of
ocular dominance columns. However, activitydependent mechanisms are required to consolidate the patterning and establish the
connectivity of eye-specific projections. Suturing the lids of one eye during a critical period
early in life reduces the size of ocular dominance columns related to the sutured eye (Fig.
3A, right) (90–92). These experiments demonstrate ocular dominance plasticity, whereby the
open or untreated eye dominates the cortex
both physiologically and anatomically, presumably through competition between axons
from the two eyes for cortical territory and
synaptic linkage with target cells.
Ocular dominance plasticity is also shaped
by the activity of local circuit neurons. Basket
cells, GABAergic inhibitory neurons with
widespread axonal collaterals, are critical for
mediating the plasticity, through synapses
containing alpha1 GABAergic receptors on
pyramidal cells (93). Similarly, modulating
GABAergic inhibition in visual cortex of cats
alters the spacing and periodicity of ocular
dominance columns (94): Enhancing inhibition
increases ocular dominance column width.
Thus, these studies implicate lateral inhibitory
interactions in specific aspects of functional
connectivity and structural patterning within
visual cortex.
Cortical cells and networks seek to preserve a balance between excitation and inhibition as they develop synaptic connections
(95). A critical level of inhibition is required
for initiating and terminating ocular dominance plasticity (96); disrupting the balance
by even subtle manipulation of inhibition
alters functional and structural connections
within cortical networks. Similarly, cortical
neurons seek to maintain a given level of
synaptic drive by scaling their inputs in homeostatic fashion (97). The effects of various
manipulations of visual activity, including
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monocular deprivation and dark-rearing, can
be understood within the framework of these
mechanisms that operate during normal development to organize cortical connections
(84, 96).
How might electrical activity influence the
structural organization of cortical connections?
A critical locus of both physiological and
anatomical change is at the level of dendritic spines, which are structural specializations that contain the postsynaptic elements
of excitatory synapses [for a review, see (98)].
In vitro, long-term potentiation is correlated
with enlargement of spines and addition of
new spines (99, 100), whereas long-term depression is correlated with shrinkage of spines
(101); these shape changes are mediated in
part through the degree of actin polymerization (102, 103). In vivo, spine numbers on
somatosensory cortex neurons are reduced if
their afferent inputs are removed either during
development or during adulthood (104, 105).
Thus, reduction of synaptic drive may be sufficient to destabilize and reorganize spine
structure and number.
Activity rapidly alters dendritic spines
(106, 107) and synaptic connections (108, 109)

in V1 during development, particularly outside layer 4. Spines show increased structural
motility and a reduction in size following brief
monocular deprivation (Fig. 3B), likely as a
prelude to the reduction of connections from
the deprived eye after longer visual deprivation (110). A number of signaling molecules
that may function as a cascade, including
Caþþ/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase
II (CaMKII), cAMP-dependent protein kinase
(PKA), and extracellular signal–regulated kinase (ERK), intervene between synaptic activation, calcium entry, actin polymerization,
and reorganization of synaptic connections
(96, 111–113). A key mechanism underlying
enhanced spine dynamics and spine loss following unbalanced visual activity is proteolysis of the extracellular matrix by the serine
protease, tissue plasminogen activator (tPA)
(107, 112).
Orientation selectivity in V1 is a second
system for examining the role of activity in
the development of visual cortex networks.
Orientation-selective neurons in V1 respond best
to edges of light of a particular orientation placed
within their receptive fields (114). Orientation
selectivity arises by inputs from the lateral

Fig. 4. Induction of function in cortex by novel activity. (A) Visual and auditory pathways in normal
ferrets (top) originate from the retina and cochlea, respectively. Eliminating inferior colliculus
projections to the medial geniculate nucleus (MGN) in neonatal animals results in retinal fibers
innervating the MGN (bottom). The MGN still projects to the auditory cortex and amygdala but now
relays visual information. Adapted from (130) and (135). (B) The orientation map in primary visual
cortex (V1) of a normal ferret and in auditory cortex (A1) of a rewired ferret, revealed by optical
imaging. The color of each pixel represents the stimulus orientation yielding the best response at that
pixel (according to the key at right). As in normal V1, the map in rewired A1 contains pinwheels
(within dotted circles) around which cells preferring different orientations are systematically
represented (133). Scale bar, 0.5 mm. (C) Horizontal connections in ferret cortex. In V1, horizontal
connections labeled with an injection of cholera toxin B (at starred site) in the superficial layers are
patchy and link cells with similar orientation preference. In A1, horizontal connections spread along the
isofrequency axis of cortex. In rewired A1, horizontal connections are patchy and resemble connections
in V1. Colors indicate density of labeled cells according to the key at center. Scale bars, 0.5 mm.
Adapted from (133).
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activated by vision (134). Through direct activation of the amygdala via the auditory
thalamus, rewired mice rapidly learn a visually
cued conditioned fear response in a time comparable to an auditory cue (and much faster
than a visual cue) in normal mice (135). Thus,
the modality of inputs to the auditory thalamus can instruct the function of subsequent
targets. Therefore, genetically determined brain
pathways and cortical regions that are established during early development depend on
their inputs for physiological and behavioral
instruction.

Conclusions
The Protomap/Protocortex controversy no longer remains: It is clear that the parcellation of
the cerebral cortex into discrete processing
areas involves an interwoven cascade of
developmental events including both intrinsic
and extrinsic mechanisms. The field now has
the intellectual foundation and tools that will
enable it to elucidate more complex features of
cortical development, such as the formation of
higher order cortical areas and circuits (which
are a robust feature of the primate brain) and
the lateralization of cortical functions (136).
Insights gained from such studies will undoubtedly facilitate understanding of the
mechanisms underlying the evolution of neural
systems that control cognition and emotion as
well as the etiologies of disorders that derail
them.
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geniculate nucleus that are aligned along the
axis of orientation (114, 115), although considerable evidence indicates that local intracortical excitation and balanced inhibition is
critical for generating sharp orientation selectivity (116, 117). Orientation-selective cells
in at least the superficial layers of V1 are organized into an orientation map (118). Within
the map, domains of cortical neurons that
prefer a particular orientation are preferentially linked by long-range horizontal connections (119).
Orientation selectivity is present in V1 of
monkeys at birth (120) and in cats and ferrets
at eye-opening, although selectivity sharpens
with visual experience (121, 122). Visual deprivation impairs, but does not completely prevent, the development of orientation-selective
responses (121, 122). Although long-range horizontal connections are present in cats and
ferrets just before eye-opening, the refinement of these connections depends on visual
experience (123–125). Short-term monocular
lid suture, after the orientation map has
formed, leads to deterioration of the map
driven by the closed eye; however, reopening
the closed eye early in life restores the map
(126, 127). Thus, similar to ocular dominance
columns, orientation selectivity and orientation maps in V1 may be set up by an early,
intrinsic scaffold of connections that is later
shaped by activity. Indeed, the orientation
map forms synergistically with the maps of
visual space and ocular dominance (128) and
influences plasticity of orientation tuning in
adult V1 (129).
Exposure of the cortex to novel sensory
information provides complementary insights
into the role of activity in development of orientation networks (130). Rearing kittens under
conditions in which they view one particular
orientation causes an overrepresentation of
that orientation in V1 (131). Rewiring retinal inputs into the developing auditory thalamus causes auditory cortex to be driven by
visual activity (Fig. 4A) (132). Primary auditory cortex in ‘‘rewired’’ ferrets develops visual
orientation-selective cells and an orientation
map (Fig. 4, B and C), with considerable reorganization of horizontal connections in a
manner that supports the novel map (133).
Yet, the connections retain vestiges of connections in normal auditory cortex, and the
orientation map remains somewhat poorer
than that in normal visual cortex (Fig. 4 B
and C). Thus, visually driven activity interacts
dynamically with earlier or ongoing developmental programs to shape network connections
in the rewired cortex.
Finally, the novel projection from the
retina to the auditory thalamus in rewired
animals can profoundly affect behavior. Rewired ferrets trained to discriminate a visual
from an auditory cue can perceive a visual
cue as visual when the auditory cortex is
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REVIEW

Map Plasticity in Somatosensory Cortex
Daniel E. Feldman1* and Michael Brecht2
Sensory maps in neocortex are adaptively altered to reflect recent experience and
learning. In somatosensory cortex, distinct patterns of sensory use or disuse elicit
multiple, functionally distinct forms of map plasticity. Diverse approaches—genetics,
synaptic and in vivo physiology, optical imaging, and ultrastructural analysis—suggest
a distributed model in which plasticity occurs at multiple sites in the cortical circuit
with multiple cellular/synaptic mechanisms and multiple likely learning rules for
plasticity. This view contrasts with the classical model in which the map plasticity
reflects a single Hebbian process acting at a small set of cortical synapses.
A fundamental feature of neural circuits is the
capacity for plasticity in response to experience or learning. A classic system for studying plasticity is primary somatosensory (S1)
cortex. Somatosensory maps in S1 are highly
plastic, both during development (1, 2) and
1
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in adult animals (3). Plasticity occurs in response to peripheral lesions, passive sensory
experience, and training on sensory tasks and
is correlated with sensory perceptual learning.
The underlying cellular mechanisms for map
plasticity and its consequences for cortical
processing are highly relevant to development, learning, and recovery of function after
injury.
Rodent S1 cortex has emerged as a key
model system in the analysis of the forms
and mechanisms of map plasticity because of
several experimental advantages. First, rodent
S1 contains an orderly map of the large facial
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whiskers, which act as active tactile detectors, and large-scale map plasticity can be
simply induced by trimming or plucking subsets of whiskers. Second, layer 4 (L4) of S1
contains an anatomical map of cell clusters,
called Bbarrels,[ that is isomorphic to the
arrangement of whiskers on the snout (4).
Barrels can be visualized in brain slices, allowing cells and circuits at specific locations
in the whisker map to be investigated in detail in vitro (5). Third, the superficial location
of S1 allows live, optical imaging of neuronal
function and structure, as well as whole-cell
recording to study subthreshold events in vivo.
Finally, molecular mechanisms of plasticity
can be tackled using mouse genetics (6). Research on barrel cortex plasticity is particularly fascinating because of the wide range of
techniques (7)—genetics, cell biology, in vitro
and in vivo physiology, optical imaging—that
are applied in the field. Here, we present an
emerging consensus from these techniques
that map plasticity is a distributed, multifaceted
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